Cesium/DFLAW

- Flow chart revisions
- Committee members reflect; send comments & issues to IMs
- Update at next meeting

WTP Communication Strategy

- What are the best techniques to inform/engage different audiences?
- How to communicate difficult issues?
- Paducah/Portsmouth example (Steve H.)
- Audience ➔ Information Needs ➔ Techniques
- Add Pam L. and Liz M. to IM group
- Joint topic with PIC in April

One System

- Presentation for full HAB?
- One system staff to coordinate with Sharon on next update opportunity

Tank Vapors

- Future informational briefing, perhaps next quarter (in 3 months)
  - Tech fair results, etc.
- Full HAB Topic?

Potential Future Topics (Open Forum)

- Current understanding of LAW process
- WTP Comm.
- DFLAW/One System
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- WTP technical issues/status
- Tank vapors
- Model Tank
- Leaking tanks SST/DST
- Consent Decree
- Both CRESP studies
- Deep boreholes
- Grand Challenge re: tank vapors
- Seismic Analysis & DFLAW, WTP, etc.
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April

- Swim lanes
- WTP Communication Plan update (following joint topic w/ PIC @ their April meeting)
- Cesium IM update
- Leadership Retreat Preparation + EM SSAB
- PHOENIX at the tank farms (tentative)
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June

- EIS/PA Comparison
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Holding Bin

- Seismic analysis
- Grand Challenge
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